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1.  Need – There is currently very little empirical support for the effectiveness of Universal 

Design for Learning (UDL), particularly on academic performance; additionally, the 

construct itself is still poorly defined and lacks sufficient, reliable mechanisms by which to 

measure it. 

2.  Purpose – This study examines the impact of UDL-aligned practices (in this case, a 

multimedia-based instructional tool) on student learning outcomes for students with and 

without learning disabilities. 

3.  Sample(s) – Urban high school students (n = 141) were subdivided into two groups: A) 

students with disabilities (SWD; n = 32) and B) students without disabilities (n = 109). 

4.  Method – This study is quasi-experimental, and used content acquisition podcasts 

(CAPs) as an intervention to deliver vocabulary instruction during two social studies units. 

Students completed weekly ungraded quizzes (curriculum-based measurement probes) over 

an 8-week period along with two corresponding posttests. Alternating treatments (CAPs and 

business as usual) were randomly assigned to nested sections of students in each unit and 

administered sequentially. 

5.  Results – Students with and without disabilities taught using CAPs versus traditional 

methods scored significantly higher on posttests and demonstrated enhanced vocabulary 

retention. 



6.  Conclusions – This study provides a necessary delineation of what UDL and UDL-

aligned practices might mean in applied settings. Further, the study provides some necessary 

empirical evidence addressing whether UDL-aligned practices affect student learning 

outcomes. 

7.  Limitations – This study is limited by a lack of standardized measures for determining 

content-specific vocabulary knowledge, sample constraints (homogenous setting, non-

representative sample size respective to Group B), and study duration. Additionally, 

instructional method was not controlled outside of comparison conditions (i.e., how CAPs 

were specifically used was not observed or standardized). 

8.  Implications – Future research tracking alternative instructional practices to determine 

generalizability and effectiveness of additional aspects of UDL as a larger construct is 

needed. 

 


